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 Novels in Verse  

YA Fiction 
YA F BIN Shark Girl, Kelly L. Bingham Two Girls Staring at the Ceiling 

 After a shark attack causes the amputation of her right arm, fifteen-year-old Jane, an aspiring 
artist, struggles to come to terms with her loss and the changes it imposes on her day-to-day life 
and her plans for the future. Followed by Formerly Shark Girl (YA F BIN) 
 

YA F CLA Freakboy, Kristin Elizabeth Clark 
Told from three viewpoints, seventeen-year-old Brendan, a wrestler, struggles to come to terms 
with his place on the transgender spectrum while Vanessa, the girl he loves, and Angel, a 
transgender acquaintance, try to help. 
 

YA F CRO One, Sarah Crossan 

 Despite problems at home, sixteen-year-old conjoined twins Tippi and Grace are loving going to 
school for the first time and making real friends when they learn that a cardiac problem will force 
them to have separation surgery, which they have never before considered. 
 

YA F CRO The Weight of Water, Sarah Crossan 

Twelve-year-old Kasienka and her mother have immigrated to Coventry, England from Poland, 
searching for Kasienka's father, but everyone is unfriendly except for an African neighbor and a 
boy Kasienka meets at the swimming pool, which is her only refuge from an alien society. 
 

YA F FAR The Good Braider, Terry Farish 
 Follows Viola as she survives brutality in war-torn Sudan, makes a perilous journey, lives as a 
refugee in Egypt, and finally reaches Portland, Maine, where her quest for freedom and security 
is hampered by memories of past horrors and the traditions her mother and other Sudanese 
adults hold dear. Includes historical facts and a map of Sudan. 

YA F FRA Two Girls Staring at the Ceiling, Lucy Frank 
 In this novel in verse, two very different girls bond while hospitalized for Crohn's disease. 
 
 
 

YA F HEP Ask Me How I Got Here, Christine Heppermann 

 Addie has always been running--until she gets pregnant and makes a choice. 
 
 
 

YA F HOL House Arrest, K.A. Holt 
 Young Timothy is sentenced to house arrest after impulsively stealing a wallet, and he is forced 
to keep a journal into which he pours all his thoughts, fears, and frustrations. 
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YA F HOP Burned, Ellen Hopkins 
Seventeen-year-old Pattyn, the eldest daughter in a large Mormon family, is sent to her aunt's 
Nevada ranch for the summer, where she temporarily escapes her alcoholic, abusive father and 
finds love and acceptance, only to lose everything when she returns home. Followed by Smoke 
(YA F HOP) 
 

YA F HOP Identical, Ellen Hopkins 
 Sixteen-year-old identical twin daughters of a district court judge and a candidate for the United 
States House of Representatives, Kaeleigh and Raeanne Gardella desperately struggle with 
secrets that have already torn them and their family apart. 
 

YA F HOP Impulse, Ellen Hopkins 
Three teens who meet at Reno, Nevada's Aspen Springs mental hospital after each has 
attempted suicide connect with each other in a way they never have with their parents or 
anyone else in their lives. 
 

YA F HOP Perfect, Ellen Hopkins 
Northern Nevada teenagers Cara, Kendra, Sean, and Andre, tell in their own voices of their very 
different paths toward perfection and how their goals change when tragedy strikes. 
 
 

YA F HOP Rumble, Ellen Hopkins 
Eighteen-year-old Matt's atheism is tested when, after a horrific accident of his own making that 
plunges him into a dark, quiet place, he hears a voice that calls everything he has ever disbelieved 
into question. Told in verse format. 
 

YA F HOP Tilt, Ellen Hopkins 
Three teens, connected by their parents' bad choices, tell in their own voices of their lives and 
loves as Shane finds his first boyfriend, Mikayla discovers that love can be pushed too far, and 
Harley loses herself in her quest for new experiences. 
 

YA F HOP Tricks, Ellen Hopkins 
Five troubled teenagers fall into prostitution as they search for freedom, safety, community, 
family, and love. Followed by Traffick (YA F HOP) 
 
 

YA F HUB And We Stay, Jenny Hubbard 
 Sent to an Amherst, Massachusetts, boarding school after her ex-boyfriend shoots himself, 
seventeen-year-old Emily expresses herself through poetry as she relives their relationship, copes 
with her guilt, and begins to heal. 
 
 

YA F JEN Skyscraping, Cordelia Jensen 

In 1993 in New York City, high school senior Mira uncovers many secrets, including that her father 
has a male lover. 
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YA F KEH The Sound of Letting Go, Stasia Ward Kehoe 
 At seventeen, Daisy feels imprisoned by her brother Steven's autism and its effects and her only 
escape is through her trumpet into the world of jazz, but when her parents decide to send 
Steven to an institution she is not ready to let him go. 
 

YA F KUD Kiss of Broken Glass, Madeleine Kuderick 

 When fifteen-year-old Kenna is found cutting herself in the school bathroom, she is sent to a 
facility for a mandatory psychiatric watch. There Kenna meets other kids like her: her roommate, 
Donya, who's there for her fifth time; the birdlike Skylar; and Jag, a boy cute enough to make her 
forget her problems--for a moment. 

YA F LOW Up From the Sea, Leza Lowitz 
A novel in verse about the March 2011 tsunami that sent Japan into chaos, told from the point-of-
view of Kai, a biracial teenaged boy. 
 
 

YA F MCC        Sold, Patricia McCormick 
 Thirteen-year-old Lakshmi leaves her poor mountain home in Nepal thinking that she is to work in 
the city as a maid only to find that she has been sold into the sex slave trade in India and that 
there is no hope of escape. 
 

YA F NEL        American Ace, Marilyn Nelson 

 Sixteen-year-old Connor tries to help his severely depressed father, who learned upon his 
mother's death that Nonno was not his biological father, by doing research that reveals Dad's 
father was probably a Tuskegee Airman. 
 

YA F NEW        October Mourning, Leslea Newman 

 Relates, from various points of view, events from the night of October 6, 1998, when twenty-
one-year-old Matthew Shepard, a gay college student, was lured out of a Wyoming bar, savagely 
beaten, tied to a fence, and left to die. 
 

YA F STV        Girls Like Me, Lola StVil 
Fifteen-year-old Shay is trying to cope with being overweight and getting bullied in school, but 
when she falls in love with mysterious Blake, she needs the help of her two best friends to make 
love prevail. Told in free verse format. 
 

 

YA F SUT        The Lonely Ones, Kelsey Sutton 

 The stress of her father's job loss causes Fain to feel invisible at home and in her new school, but 
she escapes with the monsters of her imagination until a family crisis and a human friend cause 
her to reconsider. 
 

YA F THO        Falling into the Dragon’s Mouth, Holly Thompson 
In this novel in verse, a resilient American boy deals with bullying and the challenges of being an 
outsider that come with living in a Japanese fishing village. 
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YA F THO        The Language Inside, Holly Thompson 
 Raised in Japan, American-born tenth-grader Emma is disconcerted by a move to Massachusetts 
for her mother's breast cancer treatment, because half of Emma's heart remains with her friends 
recovering from the tsunami. 
 

YA F THO        A Time to Dance, Padma Venkatraman 
 In India, a girl who excels at Bharatanatyam dance refuses to give up after losing a leg in an 
accident. 
 
 

 

YA True Love 
YA F TRE        What My Mother Doesn’t Know, Sonya Sones 

 Sophie describes her relationships with a series of boys as she searches for Mr. Right. 
 
 
 

YA F TRE        Love & Leftovers, Sarah Tregay 

 When her father starts dating a man, fifteen-year-old Marcie's depressed mother takes her to 
New Hampshire but just as Marcie starts falling for a great guy her father brings her back to 
Iowa, where all of her relationships have become strained. 
 

 
 

YA Science Fiction 
YA F BOD        5 to 1, Holly Bodger 

In a dystopian future where gender selection has led to [boys outnumbering girls] 5 to 1, marriage 
is arranged based on a series of tests. It's Sudasa's turn to pick a husband through this 'fair' 
method, but she's not sure she wants to be a part of it. 
 

YA F SCH        All We Have is Now, Lisa Schroeder 
Since she ran away from home Emerson has been living on the streets of Portland, relying on her 
wits and her friend Vince to get by, but as a meteor approaches North America they meet Carl, 
who tells them he has been granting people's wishes--so what will they do if this is their last day 
on Earth, and, more important, what will they do if it is not? 

 
 

YA Historical Fiction 
YA F BRO        To Stay Alive, Skila Brown 

In this novel-in-verse, a young survivor of the tragic Donner Party of 1846 describes how her 
family and others became victims of freezing temperatures and starvation. 
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YA F CRO        Audacity, Melanie Crowder 
 A historical fiction novel in verse detailing the life of Clara Lemlich and her struggle for women's 
labor rights in the early 20th century in New York. 
 
 

YA F OST        Karma, Cathy Ostlere 
 In 1984, following her mother's suicide, 15-year-old Maya and her Sikh father travel to New Delhi 
from Canada to place her mother's ashes in their final resting place. On the night of their arrival, 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi is assassinated, Maya and her father are separated when the city 
erupts in chaos, and Maya must rely on Sandeep, a boy she has just met, for survival. 

YA F BOD       Crazy, Linda Vigen Phillips 

While growing up in the 1960s, Laura uses art to cope with her mother's mental illness. Told in 
verse format. 
 
 

YA F BOD        Paper Hearts, Meg Wiviott 
 Amid the brutality of Auschwitz during the Holocaust, a forbidden gift helps two teenage girls 
find hope, friendship, and the will to live in this novel in verse that's based on a true story. 
 
 

 
 

YA Distractions 
YA F SCH        Audacious, Gabrielle Pendergast 

Sixteen-year-old Raphaelle says the wrong thing, antagonizes the wrong people and has the 
wrong attitude. She can't do anything right except draw, but she draws the wrong pictures. 
When her father moves the family to a small prairie city, Raphaelle wants to make a new start. 
Reborn as "Ella," she tries to fit in at her new school.  

 
 

YA Series 

 
YA SER CRA        Crank, Ellen Hopkins 

This is a story about a monster. Not a dragon or a mythological beast, but a very real, very destructive 
monster—crystal meth—that takes hold of seventeen-year-old Kristina Snow and transforms her into her 
reckless alter-ego, Bree. Based on her own daughter’s addiction to crystal meth, Ellen Hopkins’s novel-in-
verse is a vivid, transfixing look into teenage drug use. Followed by Glass and Fallout (YA SER CRA) 
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YA Non-Fiction 
YA 811.54 BLO        How to (Un)cage A Girl, Francesca Lia Block 

 A celebration of girls and women in a three part poetry collection that is powerful, hopeful, authentic, 
and universal. 
 
 

 

YA 811.54 WEA        The Secret of Me, Meg Kearney 
 Fourteen-year-old Lizzie is adopted, but it is something she is not comfortable discussing with 
others, although she wants to, until a tragic accident makes her realize that it is not something to 
be ashamed of. 
 

 

YA 811.54 WEA        Becoming Billie Holiday, Carole Boston Weatherford 
 Jazz vocalist Billie Holiday looks back on her early years in this fictional memoir written in verse. 
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